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The Citizen Trade Policy Commission (CTPC) provides an ongoing state-level mechanism to assess the impact of international trade policies and agreements on Maine’s state and local laws, business environment and working conditions.

The CTPC was established by Public Law 2003, Chapter 699 during the Second special session of the 121st Maine State Legislature. The 22 member Commission includes six legislators, an Attorney General designee, five non-voting agency officials representing the Department of Labor, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Environmental Protection, The Maine International Trade Center, the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources, and 10 public members representing business, labor, health, government and environmental interests.

The CTPC’s statutory mandate was amended by PL 2007, Chapter 266 to require that the CTPC must hold regular meetings, gather information from the public through public hearings, to submit an annual report on its activities and to conduct a biennial assessment on the impacts of international trade agreements on Maine.

To comply with the requirement that the CTPC must conduct a biennial assessment on the impacts of international trade treaties on Maine, in early 2012 the commission started a process to conduct the required assessment:

- The CTPC considered 5 different individuals who were highly qualified in the subject of international trade;
- After a detailed review of the 5 candidates, the CTPC selected Professor Robert Stumberg, Professor of law at Georgetown University and Director of the Harrison Institute for Public Law, to conduct the 2012 CTPC Assessment;
- The CTPC contracted Professor Stumberg to conduct an assessment which focused on the following 3 subjects regarding the TransPacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) and its possible effects on Maine:
  - Pharmaceuticals;
  - Procurement; and
  - Tobacco
- The contract with Professor Stumberg required him to:
  - Produce a first draft of the assessment by June 8, 2012;
  - Present the draft assessment in person at a Public Hearing by June 15, 2012;
  - Submit a final draft of the assessment by June 25, 2012

The printed document to which this addendum is attached represents the final version of the 2012 Assessment approved by the CTPC. A PDF version of this document can be downloaded from the CTPC website:

http://www.maine.gov/legis/opla/citpol.htm

A limited number of printed copies of this assessment are currently available at the Office of Policy & Legal Analysis.
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Executive Summary

2012 Trade Policy Assessment
Prepared for the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission

The Obama Administration is leading negotiations to create a Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA), “a true 21st century trade agreement” that “will reflect U.S. priorities and values.”¹ This 2012 Trade Policy Assessment² focuses on three topics of importance to the TPPA: treatment of tobacco trade, pharmaceutical trade, and government procurement.

The TPPA would be a trendsetter because of its size and scope. Starting with 11 countries,³ the TPPA would likely expand to include most of the 22 members of APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation) and potentially Japan, Korea, China and India.⁴ It could exceed the size of the European Union. Whatever its innovations – more stringent trade rules or stronger safeguards for public interest regulations – the TPPA would have a significant impact on public policy.

I. Treatment of Tobacco in the TPPA

A. Introduction. Tobacco use is the “leading global cause of preventable death.”⁵ Should a 21st century trade agreement expand or restrict tobacco trade? Philip Morris International (PMI) asked USTR to extend to tobacco companies the same benefits that the TPPA would provide to all other sectors. These include increased market access for goods and services, stronger trademark protections, and expanded rights for foreign investors. Shortly after TPPA negotiations began, PMI used similar trade and investment rules to challenge tobacco controls in Ireland, Norway, Uruguay, and Australia. PMI has also targeted Singapore, another TPPA country, for legislation that tracks closely with the 2009 Tobacco Control Act in the United States. In other words, the TPPA could

² This report is part of a biennial assessment of trade policy that is likely to affect Maine’s state laws, municipal laws, working conditions or business environment. See Maine Laws of 2007, c. 266, §2 (AMD).
³ The initial nine parties included Australia, Brunei, Chile, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, the United States, and Viet Nam. Mexico and Canada have been approved to join the negotiations in the second half of 2012.
empower the tobacco industry’s litigation strategy at a time when countries are striving to implement their obligations to restrict tobacco marketing under the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), the first global health treaty. On the other hand, the TPPA could set a precedent by excluding tobacco from a trade agreement that provides greater market access and investor rights to challenge tobacco controls. Current TPPA countries are parties to FCTC, except for the United States, which signed but never ratified the treaty.

B. **TPPA threats to tobacco control.** If TPPA chapters follow the model of existing free trade agreements (FTAs), tobacco companies could use several of them to undermine or challenge tobacco controls. The chapters include:

1. **Investment** – would give greater rights to foreign investors to challenge regulations outside of domestic courts. PMI is using investor rights to seek compensation for “indirect expropriation” of its trademarks by Uruguay and Australia.
2. **Intellectual property** – would provide (as proposed by the United States) a new right to use elements of trademarks (e.g., non-origin names that refer to a place like Salem and Marlboro).
3. **Cross-border services** – would expand the number of laws covered by trade rules that limit regulation of tobacco-related services such as advertising, distribution and display of products.
4. **Regulatory coherence** – would create obligations to involve tobacco companies (“stakeholders”) in policy-making, which could undermine an FCTC obligation to limit the influence of tobacco companies.
5. **Tobacco tariffs** – would reduce tariffs to zero (as proposed by the United States) for a range of tobacco products. Several TPPA countries have relatively high tobacco tariffs, which inhibit expansion by international tobacco companies.

C. **U.S. proposal on tobacco.** Caught between tobacco growers from key electoral states and a rising tide of global litigation by tobacco companies, the Obama Administration is seeking a compromise.

1. **Three elements.** USTR proposes to:
   a. Explicitly “recognize the unique status of tobacco products from a health and regulatory perspective.”
   b. Eliminate tariffs on tobacco products.
   c. Provide a “safe harbor” for regulations that restrict tobacco marketing within the United States. This would be “language in the ‘general exceptions’ chapter that allows health authorities in TPPA governments to adopt regulations that impose origin-neutral, science-based restrictions on specific tobacco products/classes in order to safeguard public health.”

2. **Critique of the exception.** As proposed, the exception for adopting regulations:
   a. Does not cover legislation.
   b. Does not cover enforcement of existing regulations (only adoption of new ones).
   c. Does not cover regulations adopted by license, tax and other non-health authorities.
   d. Does not apply to the investment and trade rules that are already being used to challenge tobacco controls (e.g., national treatment and indirect expropriation).
e. Introduces a “science-based” test that requires more stringent evidence than the existing health exception.

D. Oversight questions

1. Exception or carve-out. If each element of the proposed exception were fixed, the result would be a stronger exception. But it would still leave governments vulnerable to expensive challenges, which have become the tobacco industry’s weapon of choice. The general question is, should TPPA governments create a “safe harbor” from threats to their tobacco controls? More specifically, should the Maine CPTC recommend whether the U.S. proposal should be a stronger safeguard? Options include:
   a. As proposed – a narrow exception for rules adopted by health authorities that does not apply to national treatment, indirect expropriation or transparency obligations.
   b. A stronger exception – e.g., one that covers legislation and all trade and investment rules.
   c. A clear carve-out – which would simply say that the TPPA does not apply to tobacco trade or investment. This option would minimize the threat of expensive litigation.

2. Compliance with policy on tobacco trade. With or without the proposed exception, are U.S. negotiators honoring the directives of the Doggett Amendment and the Executive Order, which prohibit promoting tobacco or undermining other countries’ restrictions on tobacco trade?

II. Pharmaceutical Provisions in the TPPA

A. Introduction. Market-derived prices drove up state Medicaid reimbursements by an average of 13.1% per year for 15 years (1990 to 2005) until drugs accounted for 10% of state Medicaid payments. Most states, including Maine, responded with cost-containment strategies – including prior authorization (using preferred-drug lists), use of generics, and increased copayments – that reduced costs by as much as 50%. In response, drug companies sued Maine and other states, but U.S. courts upheld the state programs.

After years of consultation with the drug companies, USTR has proposed a Health Annex for the TPPA that requires reimbursement programs to shift to “market-derived” pricing rules and procedures that give drug companies an opportunity to litigate against the programs that are now working to contain costs. The proposal is drawing fire as a boon to drug companies that are seeking to roll back cost-containment in other countries and foreclose reforms in the United States.

B. U.S. proposal on pharmaceuticals

1. Pricing rules
   a. Proposal – The U.S. proposal requires reimbursement programs to set “competitive market-derived” prices, or in the alternative, prices that “recognize the value” of patents.
b. **Critiques** – The vagueness of these rules would undermine a government’s ability to negotiate lower prices based on economy of scale from pooled purchasing. It would also enable drug companies to challenge the common practice of using *international* reference pricing. The impact would be to lock in prices where they are high and raise prices where they are low.

2. **Pricing procedures**
   a. **Proposal** – The U.S. proposal requires governments to disclose their methods for setting and negotiating reimbursement prices, enable drug companies to comment on pricing methods, give companies detailed written information about decisions on particular drugs, and provide companies with an individual appeal process.
   
   b. **Critiques** – The procedures will force governments to depart from established negotiating practices that private market actors use to contain their drug costs. The disclosure and appeal rights convert negotiations into a system of private company rights. As one critic says, the process is “a lawyer’s dream.”

3. **Coverage**
   a. **Proposal** – The U.S. proposal covers reimbursement programs of national health authorities. Unlike the last two trade agreements (Australia and Korea), it does not clearly state that Medicaid reimbursements are not covered by the pricing rules.
   
   b. **Critiques** – The omission of a carve-out for Medicaid appears with no explanation. Even if Medicaid is eventually carved out, states will see their Medicaid expenses increase if the pricing rules influence the federal 340B reimbursement program.

C. **Oversight questions**

1. **Cost to states.** Would the TPPA undermine cost-containment by states in Medicaid or by the federal government in the 340B program?

2. **Coverage or carve-outs.** The U.S. proposal does not clearly carve out several federal reimbursement programs on which state governments rely to constrain pharmaceutical costs. The question is whether or not they too should be carved out of the proposed Heath Annex. These federal reimbursement programs include:
   a. Medicaid, which is carved out of the Korea-U.S. FTA
   b. 340B
   c. Medicare Part B

3. **Pricing rules.** After decades of “market-derived” pricing, drug prices are six times higher than they were in 1990.
   a. Cost-containment strategies are working. How does replacing them with the U.S. proposal for market-derived prices benefit the public interest?
   
   b. What is the theory by which the proposed pricing rules would help states or consumers contain the cost of prescription drugs?
   
   c. Should the United States hold other countries to rules that it does not apply to its own reimbursement programs?
4. *Future cost-containment strategies.* Critics of the proposed Health Care Annex are concerned that it will foreclose options for cost-containment that are now on the table. They fear that market-derived price rules will lock in the highest market prices in the world. A constructive way to discuss the risk of trade conflict is to compare the U.S. proposal for the TPPA with pending cost-containment proposals. How would the U.S. proposal constrain future cost-containment strategies such as these:

a. *Medicaid national pricing list* – As noted above, the Affordable Care Act will change the drug pricing approach of Medicaid from state-level rebate negotiations to a national list that is similar to the approach in Australia and New Zealand.

b. *Medicare pool purchasing* – There are a number of proposals to make better use of the federal government’s purchasing power to contain the cost of prescription drugs, particularly with respect to Medicare Part D.

   (1) The Obama Administration proposed a measure to reduce the deficit by limiting “excessive payments for prescription drugs by leveraging Medicare’s purchasing power.”

   (2) Senator Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) and Representative Jan Schakowsky (D-Ill.) proposed legislation to offer one or more Medicare Part D plans that would coexist with private plans. The bill would require the Secretary of HHS to negotiate with drug manufacturers for lower prices and establish formularies.

c. *Marketing and consumer protection* – The Annex could undermine efforts to revise U.S. law regarding direct-to-consumer marketing during the initial period of sale when drugs have had limited use and when significant side effects are most likely to be exposed.

III. Government Procurement

A. *Introduction.* TPPA negotiators are working on a procurement chapter, but no text is available. In the United States, procurement has been a more pro-democratic sector of trade policy. Beginning in the Uruguay Round of WTO negotiations in 1994, the U.S. Trade Representative invited governors to decide whether to commit their state to each successive procurement chapter of an FTA. Maine is among five states to open up the process further by requiring legislative approval of the decision to limit state procurement power under a trade agreement. A consequence of openness is that the number of participating states started with 37 (including Maine) in the WTO’s Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA), then declined to 19 in CAFTA (2004), and more recently, to only 8 in the Peru FTA (2006). In addition to the GPA, Maine procurement is covered by the following procurement chapters of FTAs: CAFTA, Singapore, Chile, and Australia. Maine has declined to be bound by the more recent FTAs: Morocco, Peru, Colombia, and Panama.

USTR has yet to release a draft of TPPA procurement rules, so we summarize those from the GPA. In addition, the USTR has not indicated when states would be solicited to participate in TPPA procurement. In the meantime, there are developments outside of the TPPA that could significantly affect state procurement: a new GPA text has been negotiated; China is poised to join the GPA, and the EU and Japan are challenging procurement in Ontario with arguments that could subject state and local procurement to trade rules under trade agreements other than the GPA and procurement chapters.
B. Procurement rules. Procurement rules are a sensitive area of trade policy because they could be used to challenge preferences that favor local production or impose environmental criteria on government purchases. The most common procurement rules are contained in the WTO’s GPA and procurement chapters of U.S. FTAs.

1. Nondiscrimination rules – prohibit preferential treatment of domestic goods, services or suppliers.
2. Performance based standards – require that technical specifications “in terms of performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics . . . .”
3. International standards – are required for procurement contracts if they exist.
4. Procedural requirements - include complete bid specifications and standards for evaluating proposals.

C. Recent developments – procurement negotiations

1. TPPA procurement chapter. USTR is “delaying” asking for commitments from states to be covered under the TPPA. The text of the procurement chapter is not available to the public (June 2012).
2. The proposed US–EU Agreement. The United States and the European Union are discussing a potential US–EU trade agreement. The EU’s Trade Commissioner recently said that it would be “crucial” for a US–EU agreement to cover state-level procurement, with no application of “Buy American” laws.
3. Revised and expanded WTO GPA. In March 2012, the Parties to the GPA signed a revised and expanded version of the agreement. The revised GPA provides for electronic commerce, domestic challenges for breach of GPA rules, more limits on qualification requirements, and disclosure of why bidders are rejected. Despite these changes, USTR intends to commit the United States to the revised GPA without congressional approval. By not asking Congress, it may be easier to also avoid asking states to recommit to the GPA, which would risk a significant drop in state participation.
4. Accession of China and nine other countries to the GPA. China has made its second major proposal to join the GPA; its export potential could transform the impact of GPA rules as a litigious country enters the market.
5. GATS rules on procurement of services. These negotiations could cover most state and local procurement of services, but they are not moving quickly.

D. Recent developments – procurement dispute. The EU and Japan are litigating a WTO dispute against Ontario’s “feed-in tariff” (FIT) – a long-term procurement contract that pays above-market rates for electricity produced with wind or solar technology. Ontario requires that the technology must be produced in Ontario. The FIT clearly favors Ontario technology, so Canada’s defense is that such a procurement contract is not covered by trade rules. Canada argues that trade rules do not apply here: provinces are not covered by Canada’s GPA schedule, and the GATT non-discrimination rules do not apply to procurement for government purposes. Key EU arguments are that (1) “resale” of electricity to consumers does not qualify as government procurement, and (2) favoring local products cannot be a legitimate purpose of procurement. If the WTO adopts the EU’s interpretations, many state and local procurement preferences and utility operations
would be covered by trade rules – notwithstanding the fact that states have avoided committing themselves to rules of the GPA and procurement chapters of FTAs.

E. *Oversight questions*

1. **TPPA procurement**
   a. Would the TPPA include any innovations in its procurement chapter?
   b. How would the TPPA safeguard state and local procurement preferences?
   c. When will USTR invite states to decide whether to participate in the TPPA procurement chapter?

2. **GPA revisions**
   a. How do provisions for domestic challenge work in the United States?
   b. Will USTR submit the revised GPA for congressional ratification? Is there a legal basis for not seeking congressional ratification?
   c. Will USTR invite states to participate in the revised GPA?

3. **US-EU trade agreement**
   Considering that EU countries are already party to the GPA, what are the implications of including procurement within a US-EU trade agreement?

4. **China as a party to the GPA**
   a. When is China expected to join the GPA?
   b. Considering China’s demonstrated export capacity, what is the likely impact (on U.S. states) of China becoming a party of the GPA?

5. **GATS rules on procurement of services**
   a. What is the status of these negotiations?
   b. Is there a scenario by which WTO nations would apply GATS rules to all procurement of services (i.e., all state and local governments) regardless of GPA commitments?

6. **EU/Japan complaint against Ontario’s FIT program**
   a. USTR filed a brief that criticizes Canada’s defense. Does the United States support the complaint by the EU and Japan against Ontario’s FIT program?
   b. If the EU’s interpretations prevail, what are the implications for coverage of state and local procurement under GATT prohibitions on discrimination or prohibited subsidies under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) agreement?
   c. If the WTO adopts the EU’s interpretation – that the GATT exclusion does not apply to procurement that favors local content – then what meaning is there in asking states to participate in FTA procurement chapters?
I. Treatment of Tobacco in the TPPA

2012 Trade Policy Assessment
Prepared for the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission
Robert Stumberg

Introduction

Should a 21st century trade agreement expand or restrict tobacco trade? The impact of the TPPA on tobacco controls is important in several respects. It could empower the tobacco industry’s litigation strategy at a time when countries are striving to implement their obligations to restrict tobacco marketing under the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), the first global health treaty. With one exception, all TPPA countries are members of the world’s first global health agreement, the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC).

The exception is the United States, which is home to the world’s largest tobacco company, Philip Morris International (PMI).

In January 2010, the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) sought public comments on the TPPA. In its comments, PMI urged U.S. negotiators to treat tobacco trade like any other sector, as they have in prior trade agreements. In particular, PMI asked USTR to include investor-state arbitration, incorporate WTO rules to protect tobacco trademarks and brands, and expand restrictions on regulation of cross-border services, including distribution of tobacco.

---

6 Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, and Director of the Harrison Institute for Public Law. Email Stumberg@law.georgetown.edu, Phone 202-662-9603, Address 600 New Jersey Avenue, NW – Suite 120, Washington, DC 20001.


11 Id.
health advocates urged USTR to reject PMI’s request and carve out tobacco from the TPPA altogether.\textsuperscript{12}

Just a few weeks later, PMI invoked investor-state arbitration and WTO trademark rules to challenge Uruguay’s limits on tobacco brands and packaging.\textsuperscript{13} PMI sought arbitration under the Switzerland-Uruguay bilateral investment treaty (BIT).\textsuperscript{14} Like most BITs, this one provides the remedy of monetary compensation for an investor’s losses.\textsuperscript{15} Following the strategy used by oil companies under the U.S.-Ecuador BIT,\textsuperscript{16} PMI has also asked arbitrators to “suspend” Uruguay’s new regulations.\textsuperscript{17} The challenged regulations do the following: (1) limit PMI to a “single presentation” of a brand in order to eliminate “light” tobacco brands and (2) require 80% of a package (the most anywhere) to depict the risk of death and disease from smoking.\textsuperscript{18}

A year later, PMI filed a similar investment claim against Australia upon adoption of a national plain packaging law that restricts trademarks on a package and requires graphic warnings.\textsuperscript{19}

PMI wants the TPPA to include the same legal tools that it is using against Uruguay and Australia. If successful, PMI will be able to influence a much larger set of countries that want to


\textsuperscript{13} Request for Arbitration, FTR Holdings S.A. (Switzerland), Phillip Morris Products S.A. (Switzerland) and Abel Hermanos S.A. (Uruguay) v. Oriental Republic of Uruguay, ICSID case no. ARB/10/7, noticed February 19, 2010 and registered March 26, 2010 available at http://ita.law.uvic.ca/documents/PMI-UruguayNoA.pdf (viewed March 5, 2011) [hereinafter, PMI v. Uruguay complaint].

\textsuperscript{14} Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the Eastern Republic of Uruguay relating to the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments, SR 0.975.277.6, 22 April 1991 [hereinafter, Switzerland-Uruguay BIT].

\textsuperscript{15} Like the Switzerland-Uruguay BIT, the U.S.-Ecuador BIT does not expressly limit arbitration awards to money damages or restitution of property. More recent U.S. BITs (e.g., Uruguay) and investment chapters of free trade agreements (e.g., Peru and Korea) do limit the scope of awards. This alone could explain why PMI chose to litigate under the Switzerland-Uruguay BIT rather than the U.S.-Uruguay BIT. Compare Treaty Between the United States of America and the Republic of Ecuador Concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment, art. VI (disputes and awards), S Treaty Doc No 103-15 (1993), 11 May 1997 [hereinafter, U.S.-Ecuador BIT] with Treaty Between the United States of America and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay Concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment, art. 31(1) (limiting arbitrators to awarding monetary damages and restitution of property), S Treaty Doc No 109-9 (2006), 1 November 2006 [hereinafter, U.S.-Uruguay BIT]. See also U.S.-Peru TPA, art. 10.26; proposed U.S.-Korea FTA, art. 11.26.

\textsuperscript{16} PMI v. Uruguay complaint, ¶¶ 88-94 (relief sought). In Chevron’s BIT claim against Ecuador, Chevron asked the arbitrators for interim measures, which include ordering Ecuador (1) “to use all measures necessary to enjoin enforcement of any judgment against Chevron” and (6) “to refrain from taking any action that would aggravate, exacerbate or extend the dispute in question.” Chevron Corp. and Texaco Petroleum Co. v. Republic of Ecuador, Claimants’ Request for Interim Measures (April 1, 2010) ¶ 14(a). In response, the arbitrators are monitoring domestic court proceedings against Chevron, and they ordered the parties to “maintain, as far as possible the status quo and not to exacerbate the procedural and substantive disputes.” Chevron Corp. and Texaco Petroleum Co. v. Republic of Ecuador, Order on Interim Measures (May 14, 2010) ¶ 1(i).

\textsuperscript{17} PMI v. Uruguay complaint, ¶¶ 20-38, 44-46 (single presentation), ¶¶ 39-42, 47 (demeaning pictographs and percent of package warning).

exceed the “floor” of regulations required by the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.\textsuperscript{20} PMI candidly admits that it is targeting tobacco regulations in another TPPA country, Singapore. If the TPPA covers tobacco trade and investment, PMI would also have a platform to challenge future tobacco regulations in the United States (e.g., through a subsidiary in another TPPA country). In 2009, Congress delegated authority to the Food and Drug Administration to regulate tobacco products; this delegation is similar to the authority that PMI is targeting in Singapore.\textsuperscript{21}

This report has three parts:

- **TPPA threats to tobacco controls.** First, we identify provisions in five TPPA chapters that could be used to undermine or challenge tobacco controls. These include:
  - **Investment**, a chapter that would expand investor-state arbitration among TPPA countries, and potentially, expand opportunities for treaty shopping.
  - **Intellectual property**, where the United States proposes new trademark protections that would benefit tobacco companies.
  - **Cross-border services**, a chapter that would expand application of trade rules that limit regulation of tobacco-related services such as advertising and distribution.
  - **Regulatory coherence**, a chapter that includes obligations for stakeholder participation that could undermine an FCTC obligation to limit the influence of tobacco companies.
  - **Tobacco tariffs**, where the United States proposes zero tariffs for a range of tobacco products.

- **The U.S. proposal for a tobacco exception.** Second, we explain the U.S. proposal to provide a “safe harbor” for tobacco regulations – and our assessment of shortcomings in that proposal.

- **Conclusion.** Third, we present an agenda of potential topics and questions for oversight of trade policy that affects tobacco controls.

**TPPA threats to tobacco controls**

1. **Investment**

   As a result of the PMI cases against Uruguay and Australia, the most publicized part of the TPPA is the investment chapter. This chapter provides a set of substantive and procedural rights that foreign investors can use to challenge regulatory measures that decrease the profitability of their investments.\textsuperscript{22}

   a. **Right of foreign investors to litigate outside of domestic courts** – In general, only nation-states (“states”) have the ability to bring claims under international law against other states. Under some international investment agreements (IIAs), including both bilateral investment treaties and the investment chapters of free trade agreements (FTAs), foreign investors are given the right to challenge states directly in international arbitration proceedings. Known as “investor-state


\textsuperscript{21} See “Number of brands and marketing terms,” notes 38-39 below, with accompanying text.

dispute settlement” (ISDS), this process provides tobacco companies with three points of leverage against tobacco regulations:

i. **Monetary compensation** – Usually foreign investors use this process to seek monetary damages. PMI, for example, is using ISDS under the Hong Kong – Australia Bilateral Investment Treaty to seek “billions of Australian dollars” from Australia for its tobacco packaging laws.\(^\text{23}\)

ii. **Injunctive intervention** – Increasingly, investors are also asking tribunals to order governments to stop enforcing regulations that they consider to be too burdensome. PMI is seeking such orders in its investment claims against Australia and Uruguay.\(^\text{24}\)

iii. **Cost of arbitration** – The cost of international arbitration typically runs several million dollars (US), an amount that eclipses tobacco control budgets in most countries. Advocates assert that the industry pushes litigation to divert scarce funds and government resources away from anti-tobacco campaigns.\(^\text{25}\) The industry has been remarkably candid in saying that one of its litigation tactics is to “spare no cost in exhausting their adversaries’ resources.”\(^\text{26}\)

b. **Foreign investor protections** – The investment provisions of the TPPA will also provide tobacco companies with powerful substantive rights that can be used to undermine tobacco regulations. These include:

i. **Expropriation** – This provision has been interpreted to require countries to compensate foreign investors when laws have a “significant” or “substantial” adverse effect on the value of an investment. PMI is arguing that Australia’s plain packaging legislation expropriates its investments by depriving it of intellectual property and decreasing the value of the shares of its subsidiary in Australia.\(^\text{27}\)

ii. **Fair and equitable treatment (FET)** – This provision been interpreted to provide foreign investors with a right to a “stable and predictable regulatory environment” that protects their expectations concerning the profitability of their investments. PMI argues that Uruguay’s tobacco labeling laws frustrate its “legitimate expectations” concerning its use of brands, trademarks and other investments in Uruguay. PMI suggests that Uruguay frustrated its expectations by, among other things, violating the

\(^{23}\) PMI v. Australia, Notice of Arbitration, para. 8.3.

\(^{24}\) See PM v. Australia Notice of Arbitration, para. 8.2 (“PM Asia seeks an order for the suspension of enforcement of plain packaging legislation . . . .”); PM v. Uruguay Request for Arbitration, para. 88 (“the Claimants respectfully request that the Arbitral Tribunal order the suspension of the application [of the packaging laws]”).


\(^{27}\) See PMA v. Australia, Notice of Arbitration, para. 7.3. See also PM v. Uruguay Request for Arbitration, paras. 82-83 (asserting that Uruguay’s cigarette packaging regulations expropriate Philip Morris’ intellectual property rights).
provisions of the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS).\textsuperscript{28}

Several countries involved in the TPPA negotiations have previously attempted to constrain broad interpretations of FET by linking it to customary international law (CIL), which requires the investor to prove that its claim is based on a “general and consistent practice of States” that countries follow out of a sense of legal obligation \textit{(opinio juris)}\textsuperscript{29}. In practice, however, arbitrators rarely examine actual state practice. Instead, they simply cite the awards of other tribunals\textsuperscript{30} or the text of other investment treaties\textsuperscript{31} in support of broad interpretations of FET.

2. Intellectual property

A central issue in tobacco investment disputes is whether companies have a right to use their trademarks – such that a government must compensate the company if government restricts the use of trademarks.

In February 2011, a draft of the U.S. Trade Representative’s (USTR) proposed chapter on intellectual property (IP) in the TPPA was leaked to the public. Among many increased protections for IP, Article 2:22 of the draft contains language that requires that TPPA countries \textit{shall permit the registration and use} of signs and indications that refer to a geographic area that is not the true place of origin of a product. (There is no established term for this provision, so we refer to it as “Art. 2.22 protections”).\textsuperscript{32} This language creates and protects a new type of IP with a higher level of legal protection than what is

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28}See PMI v. Uruguay Request for Arbitration, paras. 84-85. \textit{See also} PM v. Australia Notice of Arbitration, paras. 7.6 - 7.8 (assertion that failure to protect expectations concerning Philip Morris’s investment in Australia).
\item \textsuperscript{29}See, e.g., Agreement Establishing the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade Area, ch. 11, art. 6(2)(c), Feb. 27, 2009, available at \url{http://www.dfat.gov.au/fta/aaanzfta/chapters/chapter11.html#fr6} (“[T]he concepts of ‘fair and equitable treatment’ and ‘full protection and security’ do not require treatment in addition to or beyond that which is required under customary international law, and do not create additional substantive rights.”); U.S. Model Bilateral Investment Treaty, art. 5.2, 2004, available at \url{http://www.ustr.gov/sites/default/files/U.S.%20model%20BIT.pdf} (“The concept… of ‘fair and equitable treatment’… do[es] not require treatment in addition to or beyond that which is required by [customary international law], and do[es] not create additional substantive rights”).
\item \textsuperscript{30}See Moshe Hirsch, \textit{Sources of International Investment Law} at 27 (International Law Association Study Group on the Role of Soft Law Instruments in International Investment Law, Working Paper No. 05-11, 2011), available at \url{http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1892564} (“An examination of decisions rendered by investment tribunals indicates that investment tribunals that pronounce various customary rules are inclined \textit{not} to discuss the existence (or lack of) of the separate components of ‘practice’ and ‘opinio juris’, and that they frequently rely on decisions of international courts and tribunals . . . .”); Stephan W. Schill, \textit{From Sources to Discourse: Investment Treaty Jurisprudence as the New Custom} at 2 (2011) (“Investment treaty tribunals . . . generate and implement a multilateral structure for international investment relations . . . not by reference to customary international law, but by referencing their own jurisprudence.”)
\item \textsuperscript{31}See Charles H. Brower, II, \textit{Why the FTC Notes of Interpretation Constitute a Partial Amendment of NAFTA Article 1105. 46 VA. J. INT’L L. 347, 358 (2006) (“[T]o the extent that treaties codify existing custom, their content should influence the application of [FET provisions] . . . . Alternatively, the widespread adoption of multilateral or bilateral treaties may reflect state practice sufficient to influence the development of custom . . . .“)
\item \textsuperscript{32}United States Trade Representative, \textit{Draft Trans-Pacific Partnership Intellectual Property Chapter}, Chapt. 18, Art. 2:22, available at \url{http://keionline.org/sites/default/files/tpp-10feb2011-us-text-ipr-chapter.pdf} [hereinafter Draft TPPA IP Chapt.). While the draft IP Chapter refers to “products and services,” this memo will focus only on products.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
offered other types of IP.

Article 2:22 is included under a sub-heading, “geographical indications” (GIs), but it treats reference to a place differently than a GI does. GIs are a type of IP that allows a producer to market a product based on the reputation of a particular place so long as it originates in that place. Products like Champagne, Prosciutto di Parma and Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese are examples of GIs that are protected in the EU. Art. 2:22 protects products based on an opposite rationale.

The proposed Art. 2:22 protections would establish a right of producers to use place names that refer to products that do not actually come from that place, as routinely occurs with cheeses like parmigiano, romano, provolone and Swiss. The dairy industries of the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and several Latin American countries are pushing hard for inclusion of this language. They see the TPPA as an important battle in their ongoing war with the EU over protections for names of cheeses and other products. They assert that such names have become “common” or “generic” from repeated use outside of their home geographic area and therefore cannot be protected as IP. Because the EU has attempted to expand the WTO’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) to protect such names as GIs, the dairy industry and its allies see these new Art. 2:22 protections as an opportunity to effectively block that expansion.

While they may have been intended to protect the dairy industry, Art. 2:22 protections could be easily exploited by the tobacco industry. There are numerous well-known trademarks that indicate geographical areas that are no longer the place of origin of the product: Camel Turkish Gold, Marlboro, Newport, Winston, Kent, Winfield, Chesterfield, Virginia Slims, Hollywood, and many others.

In late March 2012, the U.S. dairy industry announced a sweeping initiative to promote the protection of cheese names using the TPPA and Art. 2:22. The industry expressed its confidence that USTR is “very supportive.” Intentionally or not, this provision could reinforce the litigation strategy of tobacco companies to challenge restrictions on use of trademarks. Even if PMI loses its investment claims based on current law, the U.S. proposal for the TPPA’s IP chapter could spawn yet another round of litigation.

3. Cross-border services

Without trade in services, trade in goods cannot occur. Every sale of a good results from multiple services such as advertising, transport and distribution. Services once thought of as domestic may now be provided from almost anywhere in the world. The WTO’s General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) created a system of trade rules to promote trade through “progressive liberalization” of domestic regulations. In essence, a country agrees to restraints on its sovereign ability to regulate services. These trade rules have been echoed and expanded in subsequent free trade agreements (FTAs). The TPPA will include a chapter on cross-border trade in services, which will expand the

---

33 New Initiate Aims to Expand Reach of Fight to Counteract EU on GIs, Inside U.S. Trade, March 30, 2012.
34 Id.
reach of trade rules.

a. **Coverage of tobacco-related sectors** – From production through consumption, tobacco trade involves a variety of service sectors: advertising, packaging, wholesaling, and retail distribution, among others. Each of the TPPA countries has implemented tobacco control regulations that affect trade in these service sectors. Countries can specifically exclude a service sector (or a particular regulation, e.g., a partial ban on tobacco advertising) by listing it in Annex II for non-conforming measures. If they do not, the country will be bound to follow the market access and national treatment rules for all regulations affecting that sector. For most countries, this would be a significant expansion of commitments (compared to GATS). The United States already has broad commitments under GATS for tobacco-related sectors. As a consequence, the TPPA does not pose a major expansion for the United States; its commitments are already in place.

b. **Limits on regulation of tobacco**
   
i. **Market access rules** – GATS Article XVI, Market Access, prohibits certain types of quantitative regulations including quotas, limits on the number of suppliers, limits on the value of transactions, and limits on the participation of foreign capital, among others. The WTO Appellate Body has ruled that an absolute ban on a service is inconsistent with the prohibition of quotas (i.e., a ban is a "zero quota"). Commentators are divided on whether a ban on tobacco-related services violates the prohibition on zero quotas. Some argue that any ban that allows zero services of a certain type or product is quantitative; it amounts to a zero quota. Others argue that a ban on service related to a product like tobacco is qualitative because of the product distinction. Hence, it is not covered by market access rules. If a country wants to limit tobacco-related services, it can avoid the risk of a market access conflict by inserting in Annex II a broad reservation to safeguard all measures that affect tobacco-related trade or investments.

   ii. **Disciplines on domestic regulation** – Recent free trade agreements such as the U.S.–Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA) allow either party to

---


38 GATS Article XVI:2

39 See Appellate Body Report, United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, (WT/DS285/AB/R) (April 20, 2005) ¶¶ 238-239 ("a prohibition on one, several or all means of delivery crossborder" is a 'limitation on the number of service suppliers in the form of numerical quotas' within the meaning of Article VI:2(a) because it totally prevents the use by service suppliers of one, several or all means of delivery that are included in mode 1.").

limit its sector commitments to follow market access rules. However, the FTA does not allow either party to deviate from “disciplines on domestic regulation.” There are several such disciplines; the most significant one is found in the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free Trade Area (AANZFTA), which requires that a regulation must be “not more burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service.” This so-called “necessity test” requires governments to prove that their approach is less of a burden on trade than other approaches they considered, and it limits the regulatory objective to quality of the service, as opposed to protecting public health. Tobacco regulations are generally unconcerned with competence of distributors or ensuring the quality of the service; they are intended to stop the spread of tobacco use.

**Regulatory coherence**

The tobacco industry wants to limit governments to regulations that are “least impairing” of property rights, and “produce benefits that outweigh the costs … to the public or persons.” Several TPPA countries (Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Chile and Brunei) have included a similar test in their FTA chapters on services, which require that regulations are “not more burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service.” Australia and New Zealand, among others, have pushed the WTO to apply a necessity test to limit regulation of advertising, distribution, and other services. In opposition, countries that usually support trade liberalization (Brazil, Canada, and the United States) argue that a necessity test “threatens the crucial discretion that regulators must maintain to … take into account legitimate policy objectives.” In fact, the United States has deleted the necessity test from the services chapter of its most recent FTAs.

The draft TPPA chapter on Regulatory Coherence (RC) could support tobacco companies through stakeholder participation and a cost-benefit approach similar to necessity tests that have failed to reach consensus within the WTO negotiations as noted above.
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41 U.S. – South Korea FTA, Chapter 12, Cross-Border Trade in Services.
42 AANZFTA Agreement, Chapter 8, Trade in Services.
44 Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (the “P4” – New Zealand, Singapore, Chile, Brunei), art. 12.10.2(b).
45 Working Party on Domestic Regulation, Room Document from New Zealand, The Necessity Test in the Disciplines on Domestic Regulation, RD/SERV/39 (9 February 2011); Working Party on Domestic Regulation, Communication from Australia; Chile; Hong Kong, China; New Zealand and the Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Kinmen and Matsu, Article VI:4 Disciplines – Proposal for Draft Text, JOB(06)/193 (19 June 2006); see generally, Robert Stumberg, GATS Negotiations on Domestic Regulation (June 15, 2010).
47 Compare the provisions on domestic regulation of the 2011 US-Korea FTA (Article 11.7.2) with the 2009 US-Peru FTA (Article 11.7.2(b)).
a. **Stakeholder participation**

i. **International coordinator** – The RC chapter would create a Committee on Regulatory Coherence that will monitor the efforts of TPPA countries to comprehensively reform their regulatory systems. The committee “shall establish mechanisms to ensure meaningful opportunities for interested persons to provide views on approaches to enhance regulatory coherence.” Historically, the “persons” with greatest interest have been highly regulated industries such as tobacco.

ii. **Threat to tobacco control** – The Framework Convention on Tobacco Control is the first global health treaty with 174 Parties. For the TPPA countries other than the United States (the only one that has not ratified the FCTC), Article 5.2(b) of the FCTC obligates each party to “adopt … policies for preventing and reducing tobacco consumption.” It further requires that “Parties shall act to protect these policies from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry.” Contrary to these obligations, the RC chapter requires TPPA countries to directly “collaborate” with the tobacco industry as a stakeholder in the regulation of tobacco trade.

b. **Cost-benefit approach**

i. **Regulatory impact assessment (RIA)** – The RC chapter encourages analysis of regulations based on an RIA method that roughly parallels the WTO jurisprudence for applying a necessity test. Among other things, the RIA method should –

   - identify the “problem and policy objectives” of a new regulation;
   - identify “potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives” (On this point, the WTO jurisprudence requires a challenging government to identify the alternatives; the RIA sets this as a task for a host government that is defending its measure).
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49 TPP Regulatory Coherence, art. X.6

50 WHO, Parties to the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control,


51 The World Health Assembly formally urged its member nations “to be alert to any efforts by the tobacco industry to continue its subversive practice and to assure the integrity of health policy development in any WHO meeting and in national governments.” World Health Assembly, Resolution 54.18: transparency in tobacco control, ¶ 2 (2001); see also WHO, Tobacco industry interference with tobacco control, 2 (2008) available at


53 The RIA also reflects the national practice of Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, as well as methods promoted by the OECD and APEC. See Jane Kelsey, Preliminary Analysis of the Draft TPP Chapter on Domestic Coherence (Oct. 23, 2011), 3-5, available at


• identify how regulators conclude that a regulation “maximizes net benefits, including qualitative benefits, while also considering distributional impact;”
• assess “costs and benefits of each available alternative, including not to regulate”; and
• explain “why the alternative chosen is superior … through reference to the relative size of the net benefits of the available alternatives.”

ii. Threat to tobacco control – Tobacco companies, as foreign investors, and TPPA governments could use evidence generated by an RIA to challenge tobacco control measures under other trade or investment rules.55

• Investment – New Zealand’s Imperial Tobacco has already cited a government RIA to lobby against tobacco display regulations.56 If Imperial were a foreign investor, it could reframe its alleged breaches of New Zealand’s RIA process as a denial of fair and equitable treatment under the TPPA’s investment chapter. If an RIA quantifies costs borne by investors, they could use it to challenge a measure as sufficiently burdensome to be an indirect expropriation.

• Technical barriers to trade – Tobacco controls have recently been challenged on grounds that they violate the WTO’s Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), which requires measures to be “not more trade-restrictive than necessary.”57 A country could use evidence from an RIA to argue that a tobacco control fails this “necessity” test.

• Services – Based on recent FTAs of several countries, there might be a necessity test in the chapter on services. Even if there is not, a country might be able to use an RIA as evidence to challenge tobacco control measures under WTO disciplines on domestic regulation, which would be incorporated into the TPPA at a future date.58

56 Imperial Tobacco New Zealand Limited, Submission to the Commerce Select Committee on the Regulatory Standards Bill, ¶ 2.6 (August 2011).
57 WTO, Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), art. 2.2. The WTO dispute panel rejected Indonesia’s challenge of the U.S. ban on clove flavoring in cigarettes on a number of grounds.
58 See, e.g., Korea-US Free Trade Agreement, art. 12.7.3.
4. Tariffs

All TPPA countries have limited their ability to use tobacco tariffs; each has limited the maximum tariffs that it may charge (“tariff bindings”) upon joining the WTO. Nonetheless, some TPPA countries have high WTO tariff bindings for tobacco. Singapore has a bound tariff for cigarettes of $115/kg, and Vietnam has a bound tariff for cigarettes of 135%. When countries join a trade agreement like the TPPA after they join the WTO, the WTO tariff rates are enforceable among WTO members, and the lower TPPA tariffs would be enforceable among TPPA members.

a. **The TPPA eliminates tariffs that are permitted under the WTO** – Today, applied tobacco tariffs are almost always well below WTO tariff bindings. Some countries, such as Singapore and Brunei, do not apply tariffs to tobacco products. Vietnam, Peru, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Chile each apply a tariff of at least 5% to cigarettes. Vietnam, Peru, Malaysia, and Chile apply a tariff of at least 5% to unmanufactured tobacco. As it stands, the TPPA would eliminate these altogether by binding countries to “zero” tariffs in their tariff schedules. It would also keep countries from raising tobacco tariffs in the future, even when it would be beneficial to their public health objectives. Members would not be able to apply tariffs to tobacco imported from other TPPA countries, even when doing so is consistent with their WTO commitments.

b. **Eliminating tariffs can increase tobacco use and tobacco-related disease** – In 1999, the World Bank published a landmark report on global tobacco control entitled *Curbing the Epidemic: Governments and the Economics of Tobacco Control*. The report notes that trade liberalization, including the reduction or elimination of tariffs, can cause tobacco use to rise as much as 10%. Greater competition among companies lowers prices and increases advertising and

---


62 The World Bank, *Curbing the Epidemic: Governments and the Economics of Tobacco Control* 14, available at www.usaid.gov/policy/ads/200/tobacco.pdf. According to Professor Frank Chaloupka’s research, cigarette consumption per person in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand was nearly 10 percent higher after the elimination of tariffs and non-tariff trade barriers than they would have been if these measures had remained in place.

product promotion, which leads to greater tobacco use overall.\textsuperscript{64} The report also confirms that trade liberalization has the greatest impact on tobacco use in low and middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{65} Other analysis shows that tobacco tariffs can reduce tobacco use in countries that import most of their tobacco products and in countries with significant competition between domestic and imported tobacco.\textsuperscript{66}

c. \textit{Revenue from tobacco tariffs can support the fight against tobacco use} – In the current economic climate, governments are cutting public health programs that target tobacco.\textsuperscript{67} Yet the World Health Organization has called for an increase in government programs such as media campaigns and subsidies for products that help smokers quit.\textsuperscript{68} While important for public health, these programs cost money. A corresponding increase in domestic taxes to substitute lost tariff revenue can be difficult, particularly in low- and middle-income countries. Middle-income countries generally recover only 45-60\% of lost tariff revenue through other sources. Low-income countries recover 30\%.\textsuperscript{69} Retaining the flexibility to generate revenue from tobacco tariffs can help governments keep needed public health programs that reduce tobacco-related disease.

\textbf{The U.S. proposal for a tobacco exception}

Caught between tobacco growers from key electoral states and a rising tide of global litigation by tobacco companies, the Obama Administration is seeking a compromise. The USTR proposes to treat tobacco in the TPPA as follows:\textsuperscript{70}

1. Explicitly “recognize the unique status of tobacco products from a health and regulatory perspective.”

2. Eliminate tariffs on tobacco products.

3. Provide “language in the ‘general exceptions’ chapter that allows health authorities in TPPA governments to adopt regulations that impose origin-neutral, science-based restrictions on specific tobacco products/classes in order to safeguard public health.”

Leading tobacco-control advocates have commended the U.S. government’s recognition that tobacco controls merit a safe harbor from trade litigation. They stress “that there is a global consensus that nations should act to reduce tobacco use, and that trade agreements should not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{64} The World Bank, supra note 3 at 14.
\item \textsuperscript{65} The World Bank, supra note 3 at 2, 14-15.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, \textit{Public Health and International Trade Volume II: Tariffs and Privatization} 7-8 (2002).
\item \textsuperscript{67} \textit{See e.g., States called on to restore anti-smoking funds}, The Wall Street Journal (February 25, 2012), http://online.wsj.com/article/AP78f5fc536312b40d3b5cf4d67e6ca490d.html.
\item \textsuperscript{68} World Health Organization Regional Office for Southeast Asia, \textit{Innovative Financing from Tobacco Taxation for Health Promotion}, (2011).
\end{itemize}
undermine the authority of governments to do so.” The question is whether the U.S. proposal for a tobacco exception accomplishes this goal. The following is a summary of our preliminary analysis of shortcomings in the U.S. proposal. The USTR will not release the actual text, so this report is based on the written summary and several briefings by the staff of USTR.

1. **Scope of the proposed exception**

   a. **Domestic regulations** – The proposal covers regulations adopted by a health authority. As proposed, the exception:

      i. Does not cover legislation. While the exception would apply to rules that are issued to implement legislation, the exception would not block a challenge if a standard for regulation is initially adopted in the legislation itself.

      ii. Does not cover regulations adopted by non-health authorities, some of which implement subnational regulations. These include tax, license, consumer, environment, intellectual property, and customs authorities. At the state and local level, these non-health authorities are more likely to issue tobacco regulations.

      iii. May not cover enforcement of existing measures. It covers adoption of new measures. In WTO trade agreements, the exceptions are explicitly worded to cover adoption and enforcement of measures.

      iv. If interpreted literally, the exception may be limited to regulations that directly regulate a product (e.g., not regulations that affect tobacco-related services like advertising or Internet sales).

      • *Alternatives* – To foreclose the challenges already being litigated, an exception could cover adoption or enforcement of any measure that regulates or affects investment or trade in tobacco products.

   b. **TPPA rules** – The proposal does not cover three trade or investment rules – national treatment, compensation for expropriation, and transparency – all of which are being used to challenge tobacco control measures. USTR staff says that compensation for indirect expropriation is not covered because it does not prohibit measures; it requires compensation. If it covers only rules that expressly prohibit certain measures, then the exception is much narrower than advertised. There are several other investor protections (e.g., fair and equitable treatment) that do not expressly prohibit certain measures.

      • *Alternatives* – A truly general exception would apply to all rules in all chapters so as to foreclose the challenges already being litigated against tobacco control measures. A simple carve-out would be more effective; it would say that nothing in the TPPA applies to measures that affect tobacco trade or investment.

---

2. Substantive tests

a. **Origin-neutral** – The term “origin-neutral” is open to interpretation and could enable an investor or government to challenge *de facto* discrimination, as Indonesia did in the clove cigarettes case.
   - **Alternatives** – A “facially neutral” (or origin-neutral on its face) test would prevent overt discrimination while preserving incremental regulation.

b. **Science-based** – A “science-based” test would have to be interpreted by a dispute panel, which could draw upon a range of possible interpretations. The existing health exception in GATT applies to measures that are "necessary." The WTO’s Appellate Body has ruled that a necessary measure must contribute to the health objective, but the contribution need not be proven with “science-based” evidence. In this regard, the proposed exception may be more stringent than the existing health exception.
   - **Alternatives** – To be parallel with the existing health exception, a tobacco exception could require only that a measure be rationally related to its health objective. A stronger exception would be self-judging: any measure that a party chooses to restrict tobacco trade or investment.

3. Compliance with Executive Order 13193

A U.S. law (the Doggett Amendment) and Executive Order 13193 both prohibit federal agencies (i.e., USTR) from seeking the reduction of foreign governments’ restrictions on tobacco marketing. In the briefings, USTR staff was asked how the U.S. proposal for treatment of tobacco (reducing tariffs and providing a narrow exception) complies with these prohibitions. Their response was that the prohibition had not been an obstacle in the past, and they view it as only a bar to direct marketing of tobacco products by the U.S. government. This does not square with the Executive Order, which explicitly applies to international trade policy.

**Agenda for oversight of trade policy**

1. **Exception or carve-out.** The proposed exception falls short of providing a brake on the trade or investment rules already being used to challenge tobacco control measures. If each element were fixed (as noted above), the result would be a stronger exception. But it would still leave governments vulnerable to expensive challenges, which have become the tobacco industry’s weapon of choice. The general question is, how should TPPA governments adjust the “safe harbor” from threats to their tobacco controls under the FCTC, the first global health treaty? More specifically, the Maine CPTC could recommend whether the U.S. proposal should provide stronger safeguard from trade or investment disputes. Options include:
   - **As proposed** – a narrow exception for rules adopted by health authorities that does not apply to national treatment, indirect expropriation or transparency obligations.
   - **A stronger exception** – e.g., one that covers legislation and all trade and investment rules.
   - **A clear carve-out** – which would simply say that the TPPA does not apply to tobacco trade or investment. This option would minimize the threat of expensive litigation.

2. **Compliance with policy on tobacco trade.** With or without the proposed exception, are U.S. negotiators honoring the directives of the Doggett Amendment and the Executive Order, which prohibit promoting tobacco or undermining other countries’ restrictions on tobacco trade?
II. Pharmaceutical Provisions in the TPPA

2012 Trade Policy Assessment
Prepared for the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission
Robert Stumberg

Introduction

If there is one thing that most Americans agree on, it is that true health care reform has to tackle the mounting costs of care. Yet cost-containment and affordability are not the theme of U.S. proposals for rules to govern pharmaceutical trade. In fact, the rules being proposed limit the options of government to use methods that are proven to work. Maine’s progress in containing the cost of Medicaid prescription drugs is a case in point.

Prescription drug spending in the United States has pushed upwards of $250 billion – six times the level spent in 1990. The federal government paid $78 billion (38%) of this total. Between 2006 and 2010, prices for the most commonly used drugs increased 70% faster than other health goods and services and 150% faster than generic drugs with the same active ingredients. In 2010, Americans spent $220.3 billion at private pharmacies for an average of 12 prescriptions per person. Maine residents spent $1.18 billion of that total (15.1 prescriptions per person).

State governments endured a dramatic jump in their share of Medicaid prescription drug costs, which increased 13.1% per year for 15 years (1990 to 2005) until drugs accounted for 10.1% of state Medicaid payments. With Maine in a leadership role, the state governments responded by
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developing a strategy that makes prescriptions more affordable (with supplemental manufacturer rebates to non-Medicaid participants). Maine was also a leader in using preferred drug lists (and prior authorization) to encourage – not require – doctors to use generic or alternative medicines when evidence points to their cost-effectiveness. As a consequence of preferred drug lists, copayments, and other policies, the rate of increase in cost has gradually decreased to 3% (2008 data).

There is a connection between the success of cost-containment by state and national reimbursement programs and trade rules being proposed in the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA). The story begins in 2000 and 2002, when the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) filed lawsuits against programs in Maine, Michigan and Florida. PhRMA argued that federal Medicaid guidelines preempted Maine’s supplemental Medicaid rebate, in part because the rebate to non-Medicaid participants did not serve a Medicaid purpose. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Maine law (and the others), holding that Maine’s goal of promoting access and affordability was consistent with federal Medicaid objectives. The Court also noted that companies that chose not to offer a supplemental rebate were not unduly burdened because consumers could still gain access to their prescription drugs if their doctors used the prior authorization procedures.

Within a few months of losing these cases, PhRMA began to work with U.S. trade negotiators to insert provisions in the U.S.-Australia Free Trade Agreement that could weaken cost-containment strategies for reimbursement programs in Australia, while providing new grounds for challenging cost-containment in Medicaid. After intervention by legislators from Maine and other states, the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) clarified that the new rules for reimbursement programs would apply to federal government programs except for Medicaid.

---


78 In fiscal year 2012, 38 states imposed some kind of cost-containment strategy on Medicaid prescription drug purchases. These included subjecting more drugs to prior authorization, implementing or expanding preferred drug lists, and seeking new or enhanced supplemental rebates. Kaiser Family Foundation, Medicaid Cost Containment Actions Taken by States, FY2012, available at http://www.statehealthfacts.org/comparatble.jsp?id=188&cat=4 (viewed June 5, 2012). Kaiser Family Foundation, Prescription Drug Trends (May 2010) 1. Available at http://www.kff.org/rxdrugs/upload/3057-08.pdf (viewed June 5, 2012). See Kosali Ilayperuma Simon Sharon L. Tennyson and Julie Hudman, Do State Cost Control Policies Reduce Medicaid Prescription Drug Spending?, 12 Risk Mgmt. and Ins. Rev., 39 (2009) (Analysis of state level annual spending growth shows that these restrictions have in general helped contain Medicaid prescription drug costs and that some approaches, such as the use of preferred drug lists (PDLs) and tiered copayment systems, may have been more effective than others.)


80 See PhRMA, National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers (Dec. 12, 2003) 4-6. PhRMA described Australia’s regulatory and budgetary cost control schemes as “increasingly draconian,” with particular reference to reference pricing and analysis of the cost-effectiveness of drugs. Id. at 6.

81 Letter from State Senator Mark Montigny (MA), Chair of the National Legislative Association on Prescription Drug Prices, to Amb. Robert Portman, United States Trade Representative (May 25, 2005) 1. (“There are ambiguities in the Australia-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA) as well as a pattern in U.S. demands in ongoing negotiations that may expose ... state programs to [a trade] challenge. One of our main concerns in that in seeking compliance with trade rules the federal government will reject state cost-containment measures or seek to preempt state law.”)
A leaked chapter of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) shows that the USTR is proposing to retain and expand upon pharmaceutical trade rules that the United States first proposed in the Australia-U.S. FTA. The competing views sound like this:

- In the words of PhRMA, the industry association, the TPPA provisions are designed to reduce “…market access barriers, remedy inadequate consultative mechanisms and transparency concerns in countries like New Zealand, for which no US FTA currently exists…[in doing so] this would ensure that patients throughout the TPPA region receive safe, effective and innovative medicines.”

- According to health advocates in Australia, “This is coded industry/trade-speak which means, in effect, we want to replace Australia’s PBS and New Zealand’s Pharmac evidence-based, scientific cost-effectiveness evaluation systems with a market-based approach in which multinational corporations with market dominance can set whatever prices they feel appropriate.”

The debate concerns whether the TPPA should include provisions that weaken cost-containment strategies in New Zealand and Australia that are similar to but stronger than those developed for the state-run Medicaid programs in the United States. If the TPPA retains a carve-out for Medicaid, Maine’s Medicaid strategy will not be threatened. However, the TPPA could influence other federal programs that save consumers and state governments tens of millions of dollars in pharmaceutical spending.

In the following section, we outline the following U.S. proposals and critiques –

- **Pricing rules.** The U.S. proposal sets trade rules to limit government cost-containment programs. These include vaguely worded obligations to set reimbursements according to either market-based prices or to the value of a patent.

- **Transparency rules.** The U.S. proposal sets trade rules to ensure that drug companies can participate in the decision-making process for reimbursement of prescription drugs.

- **Pricing appeals.** The U.S. proposal creates procedures that enable drug companies to challenge and appeal reimbursement decisions.

- **Coverage.** The U.S. proposal defines which federal programs are carved-in and carved-out of the TPPA.

- **Internet marketing.** The U.S. proposal prohibits governments from limiting Internet pharmaceutical marketing directly to consumers.

In the conclusion, we offer an agenda of topics and questions for oversight of trade policy by the Maine CTPC.

**Likely TPPA provisions**


---


1. Pricing rules

a. U.S. proposal
Several provisions limit the substantive (not procedural) terms of government reimbursement programs. Paragraph X.3 provides that “... a party shall:

(d) ensure that the Party’s determination of the reimbursement amount for a pharmaceutical product or medical device has a transparent and verifiable basis consisting of competitive market-derived prices in the Party’s territory, or an alternative transparent and verifiable basis consisting of other benchmarks that appropriately recognize the value of the patented or generic pharmaceutical products or medical devices at issue;

(e) where a Party provides for a determination of the reimbursement amount on a basis other than competitive market-derived prices in that territory, that Party shall permit a manufacturer of the pharmaceutical product or medical device in question, before or after a decision on a reimbursement amount is made, to apply for an increased amount of reimbursement for the product or device based on evidence the manufacturer provides on the product’s superior safety, efficacy or quality as compared with comparator products;

(f) establish procedures that allow a manufacturer of a pharmaceutical product or medical device to apply for reimbursement for additional medical indications for the product, based on evidence the manufacturer provides on the product’s safety or efficacy;”

b. Purposes
(1) As stated in the Healthcare Annex, the price proposals are designed to promote “access to high-quality pharmaceutical products” and “sound economic incentives and the operation of competitive markets, or ... procedures that appropriately value objectively demonstrated therapeutic significance” of pharmaceutical products.

(2) One government official observed that PhRMA’s aim is to increase the number and rates of reimbursement for “high-quality” or “innovative” drugs.

(3) A university study in Australia infers that the price proposals are designed to shift the character of pharmaceutical reimbursement regulations from a public good to a private rights-oriented system.

---

85 Healthcare Annex, para. X.1 (a) and (c) (Agreed Principles).
86 See Knowledge Ecology International, In Poland, an Ambassador (and former George W Bush roommate) demolishes PhRMA's 2009 Special 301 filing, available at http://keionline.org/node/1250 (viewed June 5, 2012). (“While pharmaceuticals companies often assert that they would be happy with a transparent process, even if it led to decisions not to fund their drugs, in practice they seem to resent all government measures aimed at cost containment, as these also inevitably limit drug companies' sales.”)
c. Critiques

(1) Competitive market-derived prices in a Party’s territory – In effect, this rule replaces a bargaining process with a legal process to determine which price is “market-derived.” The vagueness of the term “market-derived” enables drug companies to use the appeals process (see below) to push for an interpretation that increases the price. This undermines a government’s ability to bargain using its economy of scale from pooled purchasing. The reference to market prices “in a Party’s territory” would enable drug companies to challenge the common practice by health authorities of using international reference pricing.88

As Todd Tucker observes, “[i]t is not clear that any U.S. healthcare cost containment program would meet this standard, as most involve statutory price controls or the use of government contracting to lower costs.”89 His view is that the purpose of the Health Annex is to clarify, in light of recent WTO subsidy disputes, that “market-derived” prices do not factor in the impact of governments as market participants.90 For example, in the softwood lumber case, the WTO’s Appellate Body observed that “[w]henever the government is the predominant provider of certain goods, even if not the sole provider, it is likely that it can affect through its own pricing strategy the prices of private providers for those goods.”91 Thus, the lack of any guidance leaves it to future dispute settlement or formal interpretation to determine the logical relationship between a reimbursement price and a market from which it is “derived.”

Sean Flynn summarizes his critique in blunt terms:

“This is a radical proposal that would move trade agreements completely beyond any pretense to regulate trade and instead directly regulate domestic regulation itself. If such an agreement is desired by countries, it should be negotiated in an open forum where public health experts and advocates are well represented, e.g., the World Health Organization. This is a completely inappropriate subject for closed door trade negotiations.”92

Over 40 states participate in the Medicaid reimbursement program and share costs with the federal government. These states use a process of negotiating prices based on preferred drug lists that compare a variety of factors, including cost-effectiveness.93 Maine has reduced the average cost of pharmaceuticals to 50% of list

---


90 Tucker, Proposed TPP rules, 9.


92 Flynn, Chicago Round presentation, 8.

93 California State Senator Liz Figueroa explained the potential for coverage of Medicaid under the Australia FTA: “Given that California’s Medi-Cal program operates under federal guidelines and that California must submit a State plan for federal approval in order to change or expand that program, it is certainly with the scope of reason to conclude that a close-door, FTA dispute panel could potentially interpret the federal guidelines and approval process as a ‘decision,’ thereby making state programs ‘federal’ and covered by the provisions of the trade
prices. Rep. Sharon Treat describes the U.S. proposal as seeking to “require governments to act more as if they are individual patients going to pharmacies to fill prescriptions, rather than as giant purchasing agents using market power to negotiate a good deal based on volume.”

(2) Recognize the value – In their respective FTAs, Australia and Korea resisted the U.S. proposal for market-derived prices. The resulting compromise was to set lower-than-market prices so long as these prices “appropriately recognize the value” of patents. In Sean Flynn’s view, the vagueness of this phrase “invites litigation and promotes uncertainty.” Lacking a market reference, it is difficult to predict how “value” would be interpreted. Todd Tucker observes that the federal TRICARE program (for military personnel and their families) could run afoul of this rule because TRICARE allows administrators to privilege drugs for reimbursement based on cost-effectiveness and how quickly their patent is likely to expire, regardless of the value that the manufacturer considers should be attributed to the drug.

(3) Superior safety, efficacy or quality – These criteria could produce prices that are more rational than market value, but the list fails to include cost. It is detached from the capacity of a government to afford a product.

(4) Additional medical indications – This criterion provides for reimbursements with no reference to prior government approval of a drug for its intended use. As Sean Flynn observes, it “suggests that the safety and efficacy information would be submitted directly to the reimbursement entity, side stepping regulatory authorities.”

2. Pricing procedures

a. U.S. proposal

Several provisions create procedural obligations for government reimbursement programs. Paragraph X.3 provides that “… a party shall:

(b) disclose to applicants within a reasonable, specified period all procedural rules, methodologies, principles, criteria (including those used, if any, to determine comparator products), and guidelines used to determine the eligibility for, and amount of, reimbursement for pharmaceutical products or medical devices;

c) afford applicants timely and meaningful opportunities to provide comments at relevant points in the decision-making process related to reimbursement for pharmaceutical products or medical devices;


96 Flynn, Lima Round presentation, 4.

97 Tucker, Proposed TPP rules, 12, 28-30.

98 Flynn, Lima Round presentation, 4.

(g) within a reasonable, specified period, provide detailed written information to applicants regarding the basis for recommendation or determination relating to their applications for reimbursement of pharmaceutical products or medical devices, including citations to any expert opinions or academic studies upon which the Party has relied;

(i) make available an opportunity for independent appeal or review of recommendations or determinations relating to reimbursement for pharmaceutical products or medical devices;”

b. **Purpose**

A USTR white paper states that the general goal is to “ensure the fairest possible opportunity for both generic and innovative medicines to enter TPP markets, require respect for basic norms of transparency and procedural fairness in the operation of national government healthcare reimbursement programs.”100

c. **Critiques**

(1) **Disclose to applicants ... methodologies, principles, criteria** – Private health insurance companies and hospitals do not disclose their drug pricing methodologies to their suppliers. This rule precludes governments from using the same successful methods that private market participants use to negotiate drug prices.101 Rep. Sharon Treat explained why state governments do not disclose their methods to drug companies: “States revise their drug list on a regular basis and at times, on short notice, to take advantage of market changes and the availability of new generics, or to promptly reassess safety and efficacy based on new evidence. Most do not allow drug companies to sit on committees deciding which drugs are on the list, rejecting this as a major conflict of interest …”102

(2) **Opportunities to provide comments** – Same critique as above; this rule converts a negotiation into a rule-making process.

(3) **Make available an opportunity for independent appeal** – Similar to the prior critique, this obligation converts a negotiation process into a contested rule-making process. As it creates an option to appeal where none now exists, it enables drug companies to threaten litigation and thus enhance their bargaining power.103 Again, in the words of Sharon Treat, “[t]aken together, these provisions will turn the formulary development process into a lawyer's dream with multiple opportunities to challenge state decision-making.”104

---


101 See Flynn, Lima Round presentation, 3.

102 Treat, Lima Round presentation, 3.

103 See Flynn, Lima Round presentation, 4.

104 Treat, Dallas Round presentation, 2.
3. Coverage

a. U.S. proposal

(1) The U.S. proposal applies to “the extent that health care authorities of a Party’s central level of government maintain procedures for listing pharmaceutical products … for reimbursement, or for setting the amount of reimbursement for pharmaceutical products or medical devices, under health care programs operated by its central level of government[1] …”

Footnote 1 provides that “Pharmaceutical formulary development and management shall be considered to be an aspect of government procurement of pharmaceutical products for health care agencies that engage in government procurement. Chapter X (Government Procurement), rather than this Chapter, shall apply to government procurement of pharmaceutical products.”

(2) Health care authorities are defined as “entities that are part of or have been established by a Party’s central level of government to operate or administer its health care programs”105

(3) Health care programs are defined as those “in which the health care authorities of a Party’s central level of government make the decisions regarding matters to which this Chapter applies[2] …”

Footnote 2 says: “[Negotiator’s Note: Clarifying footnote regarding scope of application, such as with respect to central versus regional level of government healthcare programs.]”

b. Purpose

(1) By covering “reimbursement” programs, the U.S. proposal avoids coverage of drug pricing for direct purchasing under U.S. federal programs (e.g., VA hospitals, GSA, DoD).

(2) The U.S. proposal appears to cover two important federal reimbursement programs, the 340B program (where prices for pharmaceuticals are set through a federal statutory formula), and Medicare Part B (covering reimbursements in hospitals). This coverage of certain federal reimbursement programs, while excluding Medicaid, appears to be a deliberate decision since the Australia-U.S. FTA.106

c. Critiques

(1) State Medicaid programs – Absent footnote 2, the Health Annex appears to cover state Medicaid programs. This footnote did not exist in the Australia-U.S. FTA until the National Legislative Association on Prescription Drug Prices pressed USTR to explicitly exclude Medicaid programs.107 As a result, footnote 2 in the

105 Health Annex, para. X.7 (Definitions).


107 See Letter from State Senator Mark Montigny (MA), Chair of the National Legislative Association on Prescription Drug Prices, to Amb. Robert Portman, United States Trade Representative (May 25, 2005) 1. (“There are ambiguities in the Australia-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA) as well as a pattern in U.S. demands in ongoing negotiations that may expose ... state programs to [a trade] challenge. One of our main concerns in that in
pharmaceutical provisions of the Australia and Korea FTAs reads as follows: “For greater certainty, Medicaid is a regional level of government health care program in the United States, not a central level of government program.” The same footnote does not appear in the U.S. proposal for a TPPA Health Annex; instead, there is a placeholder. Conceivably, the reason is that the Affordable Care Act will change Medicaid to use a national pricing list that resembles the approach used by reimbursement programs in Australia and New Zealand.\(^{(2)}\)

(2) **Covered federal programs -**

(a) **340B reimbursement program.** The purpose of the 340B drug pricing program\(^{(a)}\) is to “to enable [participating] entities to stretch scarce Federal resources as far as possible, reaching more eligible patients and providing more comprehensive services.”\(^{(10)}\) The program allows qualifying providers to purchase drugs for outpatient use at significantly reduced rates: approximately 20 percent below the Medicaid price. State governments save money when Medicaid participants become patients of facilities that purchase outpatient drugs on their behalf at the discounted 340B price.\(^{(11)}\) As of October 2011, 16,869 health facilities participated in the program.\(^{(112)}\) Covered facilities include disproportionate share hospitals, family planning clinics, and federally qualified health centers, among others.\(^{(113)}\) Numerous states have adopted programs to expand their ability to benefit from the 340B program: California, Connecticut, Florida, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Utah, Vermont, and Virginia.\(^{(114)}\)

(b) **Medicare Part B reimbursement program.** Medicare Part B reimburses doctors and hospitals for pharmaceuticals used in medically necessary services for Medicare beneficiaries.\(^{(115)}\) Medicare reimbursements under Part B amounted to one-third of spending on the Medicare Part D program for reimbursement of pharmaceutical purchases in 2007.\(^{(116)}\) While Part B reimbursements tend to reflect average prices, there has been litigation in the past because the program

---

\(^{(108)}\) Treat, Lima Round presentation, 3.


\(^{(113)}\) 42 U.S.C. § 256b(a)(4).


does not always “pass through” (authorize) reimbursement for a new and more expensive drug if a less expensive alternative is on the market.\textsuperscript{117}

(3) \textit{Covered programs in other countries} - Vermont Governor Peter Shumlin wrote to President Obama:

“U.S. Federal government agencies and state governments use the same policy tools as foreign governments for public medicine purchasing and reimbursement, and they pay similar prices. [Examples cited: 340B and Medicare Part B] … Even if a chapter was proposed that did include a Medicaid carve-out, state leaders believe it is inappropriate for U.S. trade policy to advance restrictions on pharmaceutical pricing programs that U.S. programs do not meet but for technical carve outs.”\textsuperscript{118}

4. \textbf{Internet consumer marketing}

\textbf{a. U.S. proposal}

Paragraph X.4 provides that “Each Party shall permit a pharmaceutical product manufacturer to disseminate to health professionals and consumers through the manufacturer’s Internet site … and on other Internet sites … information that is truthful and not misleading regarding its pharmaceutical products that are approved for sale in the Party’s territory, provided that the information includes a balance of risks and benefits and is limited to indications for which the Party’s competent regulatory authorities have approved the marketing of the pharmaceutical products.”

\textbf{b. Purpose}

This proposal would create a right of drug companies to market patented drugs to doctors and directly to consumers via their own websites and indirectly through other websites, including social media.

\textbf{c. Critiques}

(1) Direct consumer marketing is contrary to the drug marketing laws of many countries.\textsuperscript{119}

(2) Creating a right to use Internet marketing would permit marketing of drugs through links to unregulated social media at a time when the states are pursuing billion dollar settlements with the pharmaceutical industry for off-label marketing.\textsuperscript{120}

(3) The provision appears to conflict with a proposal by Representative Henry Waxman that companies not be allowed to engage in certain kinds of direct to consumer promotion in the first three years of a drug’s time on the market.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{117} See Tucker, Proposed TPP rules, 31; Amgen v. Smith, 357 F.3d 103 (2004).

\textsuperscript{118} Letter from Gov. Peter Shumlin to President Barak Obama, 2-3 (June 1, 2011), available at \url{http://www.forumdemocracy.net/downloads/Letter%20from%20VT%20Gov.%20Shumlin%20to%20President%20Obama%20-%20June%201%20-%202011.pdf} (viewed June 7, 2012).

\textsuperscript{119} Flynn, Lima Round presentation, 4.

\textsuperscript{120} Treat, Dallas Round presentation, 2.

\textsuperscript{121} Treat, Dallas Round presentation, 2.
**Agenda for oversight of trade policy**

In order to provide an agenda for the CTPC as a forum and link to state and federal government, we conclude with a summary of the issues identified above.

1. **Cost to states.** Would the TPPA undermine cost-containment by states in Medicaid or by the federal government in the 340B program?

2. **Coverage or carve-outs.** The U.S. proposal does not clearly carve out several federal reimbursement programs on which state governments rely to constrain pharmaceutical costs. The question is whether or not they should be carved out of the proposed Heath Annex. These federal reimbursement programs include:
   - Medicaid, which is carved out of the Korea-U.S. FTA
   - 340B
   - Medicare Part B

3. **Pricing rules.** The legacy of “market-derived” pricing is one of prices that are six times higher than they were in 1990.
   - Cost-containment strategies are working. How does replacing them with the U.S. proposal for market-derived prices benefit the public interest?
   - What is the theory by which the proposed pricing rules would help states or consumers contain the cost of prescription drugs?
   - Should the United States hold other countries to rules that it does not apply to its own reimbursement programs?

4. **Future cost-containment strategies.** How would the U.S. proposal constrain future cost containment strategies in federal reimbursement programs? Critics of the proposed Health Care Annex are concerned that it will foreclose options for cost-containment that are now on the table. They fear that market-derived price rules will lock in the highest market prices in the world. A constructive way to discuss the risk of trade conflict is to compare the U.S. proposal for the TPPA with pending cost-containment proposals. In the United States these include:
   - *Medicaid national pricing list* – As noted above, the Affordable Care Act will change the drug pricing approach of Medicaid from state-level rebate negotiations to a national list that is similar to the approach in Australia and New Zealand.
   - *Medicare pool purchasing* – There are a number of proposals to make better use of the federal government’s purchasing power to contain the cost of prescription drugs, particularly with respect to Medicare Part D.
     - The Obama Administration proposed a measure to reduce the deficit by limiting “excessive payments for prescription drugs by leveraging Medicare’s purchasing power.”122
     - Senator Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) and Representative Jan Schakowsky (D-Ill.) proposed legislation to offer one or more Medicare Part D plans that would

---

coexist with private plans. The bill would require the Secretary of HHS to negotiate with drug manufacturers for lower prices and establish formularies.

- **Marketing and consumer protection** – The Annex could undermine efforts to revise U.S. law regarding direct-to-consumer marketing during the initial period of sale when drugs have had limited use and when significant side effects are most likely to be exposed.

---


125 Treat, Dallas Round presentation, 2.
III. Government Procurement

2012 Trade Policy Assessment
Prepared for the Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission
Robert Stumberg and Matthew Porterfield

Introduction

Procurement remains a focus of negotiations on the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA). Once completed, the TPPA could significantly expand from 9 countries initially to over 20, a free-trade area that would be larger than the European Union.

There are also developments outside of the TPPA that could significantly affect state procurement: a new GPA text has been negotiated; China is poised to join the GPA, and the EU and Japan are challenging procurement in Ontario with arguments that could subject state and local procurement to trade rules under trade agreements other than the GPA and procurement chapters.

Historically, trade negotiations are criticized as anti-democratic because they set policy that limits the traditional domain of national and state legislatures. They do it behind closed doors, with an advisory system that invites “industry capture.” The TPPA sets a new record on secrecy in negotiations: the draft chapters are stamped “classified” for a period of four years after the close of negotiations – enough time to pass the next election cycle for governments that draft the agreement.

Yet in the United States at least, procurement has been a more pro-democratic sector of trade policy. Beginning in the Uruguay Round of WTO negotiations in 1994, the U.S. Trade Representative invited governors to decide whether to commit their state to each successive

126 Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center, and Director of the Harrison Institute for Public Law. Email Stumberg@law.georgetown.edu, Phone 202-662-9603, Address 600 New Jersey Avenue, NW – Suite 120, Washington, DC 20001.

127 Senior Fellow and Adjunct Professor of Law, Harrison Institute for Public Law, Georgetown University Law Center, Email Porterfield@law.georgetown.edu, Phone 202-662-9608, Address 600 New Jersey Avenue, NW – Suite 120, Washington, DC 20001.


procurement chapter of a free trade agreement (FTA). Maine is among five states to open up the process even further by requiring legislative approval of the decision to limit state procurement power under a trade agreement.\textsuperscript{133}

As a consequence of this openness, the number of states participating in procurement agreements started with 37 (including Maine) in the WTO’s Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA),\textsuperscript{134} then declined to 19 in CAFTA (2004),\textsuperscript{135} and more recently, to only 8 in the Peru FTA (2006).\textsuperscript{136}

In addition to the GPA, Maine procurement is covered by the following procurement chapters of FTAs: CAFTA, Singapore, Chile, and Australia. Maine has declined to be bound by the more recent FTAs: Morocco, Peru, Colombia, and Panama.\textsuperscript{137}

While active state decision-making addresses the democracy deficit, the trend is stoking efforts of the European Union and other trade partners to expand the scope of international procurement rules by means \textit{other than} negotiation. If successful, the EU’s strategy could undermine the assumption of Maine and other states that their decisions on procurement chapters are meaningful.

In this report, we –

\begin{itemize}
  \item review important procurement rules in the GPA and procurement chapters of FTAs,
  \item provide an update on procurement negotiations including the TPPA and the WTO,
  \item explain the EU’s litigation strategy to expand coverage of procurement outside of the GPA, and
  \item conclude with an agenda for trade policy oversight.
\end{itemize}

\section*{Procurement rules}

The GPA and FTA procurement chapters apply to purchases by government agencies over specified dollar thresholds. The GPA is a “plurilateral” rather than a “multilateral” agreement, meaning that it does not bind all 155 Members of the WTO, but rather only those countries that specifically have agreed to be covered. Currently, there are 42 countries signed on to the GPA,


including the United States. 138 Parties to the GPA and FTA procurement chapters are bound only regarding those specific agencies at the national and subnational (i.e., state and local) levels that they have listed in appendices.

While there are some differences between the GPA and FTA procurement chapters, the principal trade rules are very similar. For sake of brevity, we summarize the GPA’s restraints on government procurement, including the following:

- **Nondiscrimination.** The GPA contains “most favored nation” (MFN) and “national treatment” (NT) provisions that prohibit Parties from implementing procurement policies that prefer domestic products, services or suppliers over those of another Party, or that fail to treat the products and services of other Parties equally. Impermissible discrimination under WTO rules can include measures that have discriminatory effects as well as those which intentionally discriminate in order to favor domestic producers.

- **Performance based standards.** Article VI of the GPA contains language stating that “where appropriate,” technical specifications for procurement shall be prescribed “in terms of performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics . . . .” 139

- **Use of “relevant international standards.”** Article VI also indicates that “where appropriate,” technical specifications for procurement contracts shall “be based on international standards, where such exist; otherwise, on national technical regulations, recognized national standards, or building codes.”

- **Procedural requirements.** The GPA contains various procedural provisions, including a requirement in Article XII:2 that “[t]ender documentation provided to suppliers shall contain all information necessary to permit them to submit responsive tenders . . . .” The specific information that must be provided includes “a complete description of the products or services required or of any requirements including technical specifications, conformity certifications . . . [and] any factors other than price that are to be considered in the evaluation of tenders . . . .” 140

These procurement rules have long been a sensitive area of trade policy due to concern that they could be used to challenge procurement preferences that favor local production or impose environmental criteria on government purchases. 141 It is common for governments to use their purchasing power to not only buy goods or services, but in so doing, to also to promote economic development, create economies of scale for environmentally friendly products, comply with human rights obligations (e.g., avoiding goods produced with forced or child labor), and lead by example in other ways. (Examples are reviewed in the 2009 Assessment.)

Accordingly, government purchasing is partially exempted from the WTO non-discrimination rules that apply to all WTO countries. These are contained in Article III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). 142 The widely held view is that government

---


139 GPA Art. VI:2(a).

140 GPA, art. VII(2)(g) & (h).


142 See GATT, art. III(8)(a): (“The provisions of this Article shall not apply to laws, regulations or requirements
procurement is bound only by the WTO’s GPA, which enables each country to decide whether to participate at all, and if so, to specifically list each agency or unit of subnational government that it chooses to commit.\textsuperscript{143}

**Recent developments – Procurement negotiations**

- **TPPA procurement chapter.** Recently, USTR has indicated that it is “delaying” seeking commitments from states to be covered under the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA).\textsuperscript{144} The text of the procurement chapter is not available.

- **The proposed US–EU Agreement.** The United States and the European Union have been engaged in discussions over a potential US–EU trade agreement. The EU’s Trade Commissioner, Karel De Gucht, was recently quoted as saying that it would be “crucial” for a US–EU agreement to cover state-level procurement, including exemptions from “Buy American” laws.\textsuperscript{145}

- **Revised and expanded WTO GPA.** In March 2012, the Parties to the GPA signed a revised and expanded version of the agreement.\textsuperscript{146} The revisions include provisions to accommodate electronic commerce, expanded commitments of agencies by Parties, and a set of work programs on issues including participation of small and medium enterprises in procurement to be addressed by the Parties in the future. Other revisions include: \textsuperscript{147}
  - Domestic challenges based on breach of the GPA
  - Award to lowest-bidder
  - More limits on contractor qualifications
  - More limits on technical specifications with respect to brand names and prohibitions of technical barriers to trade
  - Notice of why bidders are rejected
  - Transparency obligations including Internet publication of contract terms

\textsuperscript{143} See WTO, *WTO Regime on Government Procurement* (2011). In the foreword to this publication WTO Director General Pascal Lamy explains that although government procurement composes as much as 15-20% of global GDP, “much of this is not yet covered by current international disciplines.” The forward is available at [http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/gproc_regime_e.htm](http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/gproc_regime_e.htm) (viewed June 8, 2012).

\textsuperscript{144} See “U.S. Seeks Delay In Addressing Sub-Central Procurement In TPP Talks,” World Trade Online (May 14, 2012). USTR’s lead negotiator on the TPPA, Barbara Weisel, announced this policy during a stakeholder briefing in response to a question from Rep. Sharon Treat.


USTR apparently intends to commit the United States to this revised agreement without seeking congressional approval. This decision may in part reflect pressure from the European Union, which has pressed for coverage of more state and local governments in the United States – at a time when fewer and fewer states are accepting the invitation to be covered by procurement chapters in U.S. FTAs. By not asking Congress to ratify the amended GPA, it may be easier for USTR to also avoid asking states to recommit to the GPA. Independent of its desire to avoid asking states to participate, USTR is increasingly prone to avoid seeking congressional ratification.

- **Accession of China and other countries to the GPA.** Currently, nine WTO Members are in the process of “acceding” to the GPA (joining as a party). China is by far the most significant addition; the others include Albania, Jordan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Oman, Panama and Ukraine. Accession by another country does not change the rules that apply to Maine or other jurisdictions, but it does expand the number of countries that compete for procurement contracts and hence the number of countries that might take exception to procurement policies under rules of the GPA.

- **GATS rules on procurement of services.** Negotiations continue at the WTO on the need for rules on procurement of services. The forum is a working party on rules that could be adopted under the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). If adopted, GATS rules would have a much broader scope of coverage than the GPA. In 2011, the working party studied several topics, including the services aspects of the Procurement (GPA) and the latter's impact on international procurement markets. It does not appear that the working party is close to agreement on whether GATS rules on procurement are needed, and if so, how they would differ from the GPA.

**Recent developments – Procurement dispute**

In 2009, the Province of Ontario adopted a “feed-in-tariff” (FIT) program that provides guaranteed, above-market, long-term pricing for the generation output of wind and solar energy facilities. To qualify, Ontario requires a minimum percentage of the energy to be produced with equipment manufactured in the province. The FIT is implemented through public procurement contracts for purchase of wholesale electricity. Ontario’s provincial procurement is not covered by Canada’s schedule of commitments to the GPA.

---

148 See World Trade Online, Parties Adopt Updated GPA; U.S. Sees Entry Into Force Within A Year (April 5, 2012) (subscription required) (“most GPA parties except the U.S. need to have their legislatures formally ratify the [revised GPA] deal before they can submit their instruments.”)

149 See Kaminski, USTR’s Democracy Problem, Parts V-VI.


152 S.O. 2009, c. 12.


Nonetheless, the European Union and Japan filed WTO claims against Canada. They are seeking to block Ontario’s procurement strategy by arguing that Ontario’s FIT program violates trade agreements other than the GPA, including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM).\(^\text{155}\) If the EU and Japan are successful, their interpretation of WTO agreements could also be used to challenge procurement measures of U.S. states, or for that measure, any jurisdiction that is not covered by the GPA. This could be a wake-up call for the states that have sought to avoid trade conflict by saying “no” to being covered by the GPA or procurement chapters of FTAs.

In several negotiations at the WTO, the EU has tried without success to convince WTO Members to negotiate procurement rules that would apply to all 155 WTO countries, not just the 42 parties to the GPA. If the WTO adopts the EU’s arguments in the Canada-FIT dispute, the EU would achieve through dispute settlement what it has failed to achieve through negotiation.

The EU’s most far-reaching argument is probably that the FIT program violates rules in GATT Article III that prohibit discrimination. Canada does not dispute Ontario’s intent to favor its own producers of green technology. Instead, Canada argues that Article III:8(a) excludes the FIT program from the non-discrimination rules.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{The GATT exclusion of procurement.} Article III:8(a) provides, “(t)he provisions of this Article shall not apply to laws, regulations or requirements governing the procurement by governmental agencies of products purchased for governmental purposes and not with a view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of goods for commercial sale.”
  \item \textbf{EU argument – government purposes.} The EU responds that the language in Article III:8(a) is much narrower than Canada’s interpretation. The EU seeks to limit what it means to purchase goods “for governmental purposes,” arguing that the GATT exclusion does not apply to the FIT program because the electricity is ultimately sold to all consumers in Ontario, not used only by government. If this interpretation is accepted by the WTO, it could mean that GATT rules apply to municipal water, roads for public use, book purchases by university libraries, and other traditional types of procurement.
  \item \textbf{EU argument – local content as an illegitimate purpose.} The EU argues further that “the protection and encouragement of its domestic industry” cannot be an acceptable governmental purpose under the procurement exclusion.\(^\text{156}\) If adopted by the WTO, this interpretation would shrink the GATT exclusion from non-discrimination rules to virtually no exclusion at all. Procurement preferences – even those not covered by the GPA schedules – could be challenged as violations of GATT prohibitions on discrimination.
  \item \textbf{The U.S. brief.} The United States has submitted a brief in the dispute criticizing Canada’s arguments regarding the application of GATT Article III to procurement measures.\(^\text{157}\) For example, the United States argues that exclusion from GATT rules of procurement of electricity under Article III:8(a) does not justify “a local content requirement covering private purchases of a different class of goods” [wind or solar
\end{itemize}

\(^{155}\) WTO, Request for the Establishment of a Panel by the European Union, Canada – Measures Relating to the Feed-In Tariff Program, WT/DS426/5 (10 January 2012). (hereafter, Canada – FIT)

\(^{156}\) Canada – FIT, Submission of the EU, ¶ 36.

technology used by electricity generators]. This argument implies that electricity can be purchased without production by technology, or that water can be purified without technology, or that food can be processed without technology. If Article III:8(a) applies only to a single good, regardless of how it is produced, the exclusion has little value for goods like electricity or water that are necessarily produced by a technological process.

Agenda for oversight of trade policy

The CTPC could build upon its role of providing a public forum and engaging in meaningful oversight of procurement policy in a number of ways:

• Submit letters to USTR requesting written responses to the oversight questions below.
• Write to Maine’s congressional delegation informing them of the recent developments concerning the status of state procurement under trade rules and requesting their assistance in engaging with USTR.
• Encourage the Maine legislature to hold hearings on international trade rules and state procurement policies.

To summarize our review of recent developments, here are some oversight questions that the Maine CTPC could pose to USTR, Members of Congress, and others:

1. TPPA procurement
   a. Would the TPPA include any innovations in its procurement chapter?
   b. How would the TPPA safeguard state and local procurement preferences?
   c. When will USTR invite states to decide whether to participate in the TPPA procurement chapter?

2. GPA revisions
   a. How do provisions for domestic challenge work in the United States?
   b. Will USTR submit the revised GPA for congressional ratification? Is there a legal basis for not seeking congressional ratification?
   c. Will USTR invite states to participate in the revised GPA?

3. US-EU trade agreement
   Considering that EU countries are already party to the GPA, what are the implications of including procurement within a US-EU trade agreement?

4. China as a party to the GPA
   a. When is China expected to join the GPA?
   b. Considering China’s demonstrated export capacity, what is the likely impact (on U.S. states) of China becoming a party of the GPA?

5. GATS rules on procurement of services
   a. What is the status of these negotiations?
   b. Is there a scenario by which WTO nations would apply GATS rules to all procurement of services (i.e., all state and local governments) regardless of GPA commitments?
6. **EU/Japan complaint against Ontario’s FIT program**

   a. USTR filed a brief that criticizes Canada’s defense. Does the United States support the complaint by the EU and Japan against Ontario’s FIT program?

   b. If the EU’s interpretations prevail, what are the implications for coverage of state and local procurement under GATT prohibitions on discrimination or prohibited subsidies under the SCM agreement?

   c. If the WTO adopts the EU’s interpretation – that the GATT exclusion does not apply to procurement that favors local content – then what meaning is there in asking states to participate in FTA procurement chapters?